1. If you were to take a class that required additional reading outside of class, which form would you want the most?

- Online/PDF textbook
- Hardcopy textbook
- Articles, videos, etc.
- No textbook

2. If you were to take a class that required additional reading outside of class, which form would you want the most?

229 responses

- Online/PDF textbook: 33.2%
- Hardcopy textbook: 31.4%
- Articles, videos, etc.: 26.4%
- No textbook: 7%
2a. On average, how much do you spend on textbooks and learning materials each semester?

- $0 - $75: 28.5%
- $76 - $150: 14.9%
- $151 - $225: 33.3%
- $226 - $300: 17.1%
- $301+: 10.0%

228 responses
2b. If learning materials and textbooks had no cost, do you believe that you would perform better in classes?

- Yes
- No

230 responses

- Yes: 67%
- No: 33%
3. Have you ever had to take a class without the required materials due to financial strain?

- Yes
- No

3. Have you ever had to take a class without the required materials due to financial strain?

229 responses

62% Yes
38% No